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Bottle battle
brews, boils
By John Lake

Mxwtphoto by Dov* Elbracht

MULLING OVER a class schedule to find
something to take are Sharon Gabel and

Chuck Seligman. Their friend Pax is only
auditing and doesn't seem too concerned.

Representatives of major container
manufacturers last night attacked a
proposed ordinance which would ban the
sale of beverages in non-returnable
bottles and cans in the city of Bowling
Green.
Ben Marvin, a member of the Environmental Commission, presented
highlights of the ordinance which
orovides a $500 fine for offenders.
Becky Schultz, a member of several
local environmental groups, noted that
"the returnable bottle is used on an
average of 14 times before it is discar-i
ded; the non-returnable only once. The
ordinance we propose may be only a
small step, but it's a step in the right
direction."
Leading the charge for the bottling

Survivor count continues

Storm toll 55,000
MAN PUR A, East Pakistan (AP) The great wave riding the winds of the
cyclone came in at midnight with a
thunderous roar.
Unhindered by any dikes, it swept in a
20-foot crest across this little island in the
Bay of Bengal, carrying hundreds of

people out to sea.
When the wave had passed, 10,000 of
Manpura's 26,000 people were dead. Of
the 5,000 houses, only four remained
intact.
This was the description of the
cyclone that stuck Friday, spreading

death and destruction to the Bay of
Bengal islands and the southern coast of
East Pakistan. It was given by
Chaudhury Kamaluddin, 36, one of the
surviving members of the Manpura
District Council.
Five days after the disaster struck, no

Bookstore committee
to act as go-between
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
An advisory committee for the
University Bookstore
is being
established by the President's Advisory
Council to provide more contact with
wishes of the University Community.
The committee, of one faculty
member from each college, one graduate
student and two undergraduates will
serve as a liaison between the University
community and the
bookstore
management.
Applicants are now being screened for
the committee.
Bookstore Manager Paul Shepherd

said he had asked for some type of advisory body to replace the ad hoc faculty
committee which previously advised the
management.
"This committee is broader in scope
than the previous one," Shepherd explained, but would serve the same funtion.
Jeff Sherman, student council officer
and PAC member, said the committee
has been needed for a long time.
Sherman said he would personally
like to seemorestudents working on the
bookstore staff as well as"more plausible
prices."
He explained that the committee
would have the power to make
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recommendations concerning prices and
book selection but if it was not given fair
consideration it could take the case to
higher University officials.
Sherman said he wasn't sure how the
committee would be affected by the
Student Union's proposed boycott of the
bookstore.
However, he said, "the Union has no
basis for being on campus because it has
not been approved by student activities
board."
He did say that the advisory committee and the Union could work
cooperatively to improve bookstore
procedures.

one knows for sure how many died in
East Pakistan. Relief officials say the
number of known dead Is 55,000. Information Secretary Syed Ahmed said
possibly 300,000-500,000 died.
Still stunned by the disaster, the
hungry and homeless gathered about the
first visitors to the island, begging for
food. No official has yet visited Manpura,
possibly because the need for help
elsewhere is so great.
The survivors wore damp lungls, the
wraparounds of Pakistan. Among them
was Kamaluddin, one of the richest men
on this island of about 40 square miles
lying between two other hard-hit islands,
Hatia and Bhola.
The people turned down offers of 500
rupee notes, more money than an East
Pakistani farmer sees in a year.
"What can we buy with money?"
Kamaluddin asked. "We are not beggars.
We feel shy to ask for help but what can
we do?
"About 80 per cent of the small
children and about 100 per cent of the
babies were washed away. We need food,
medical relief, vaccination. We have no
food, no cattle, nothing.
"We have no relief. No high official
has come. Nobody has come."
The tidal wave had a cold luminous
glow that Kamaluddin said reminded
him of the flickering light of an unfocused
television tube.

industry was Robert X. Patoff, manager
of litter and education activities for
Owens-Illinois, who blamed waste
problems on outmoded disposal methods.
"We're still using the garbage
disposal methods which the Romans
used," Patoff insisted. "These are the
dumps, the landfills, and the incinerators. Bowling Green uses the
landfill and buries its garbage."
"The ultimate solution to this problem
is not to be found in expedient anti-nonreturnable bottle legislation which would
dictate consumer preferences," said
Patoff.
He cited education as the weapon to be
used against litter, adding that "people
litter, not containers."
Jim Snyder, representing the PepsiCola Bottling Co., Toledo, contended
that "the consumer is the ultimate Judge
of what containers we sell. If I had my
preference, I would Just as soon sell all
returnable."
At this point, an unidentified student
asked Snyder "Why are you against this
ordinance, then?"
"The customers should have a
choice," Snyder shot back. "Besides, we
feel that if soft drinks could not be sold in

non-returnables, then we would lose
some business to other products, like
orange juice."
Charles O'Brien, representing the
Ashland Can Co., drew a distinction
between solid waste, which in his words
are "organized garbage", and litter,
which is "unorganized" garbage.
"What we're actually dealing with
here is a human behavioral problem,"
O'Brien said.
Bob Thomasson, co-chairman of
LIFE, described what he called a
"monster can", which is a can with
aluminum top and bottom and a steel or
tin body.
"This is a contaminated metal can. It
can't be melted into a pure metal, and is
therefore worthless as scrap metal,"
said Thomasson.
Presenting a case for the consumer
was I .urns Kramer, a local farmer who
attended the forum,
"This ordinance will stop them i Iitterers) before you need to catch them.
When I go to work in my fields, I've got to
pick up the bottles and cans, not OwensIllinois. But I can't blame you fellows for
lobbying."

•Today-

Indian Week
Today's Indian Week activities include:
12:30p.m. - A lecture by Russell Means, militant Indian leader, Main
Auditorium.
7:30 p.m. - An Indian film, "Between Two Rivers," will be shown in the
East Dining Hall, Founders.
8 p.m. - "Between Two Rivers" will be shown in Commons Dining
Hall.
8 p.m. - A formal presentation by "White Roots of Peace," an Indian
communication group, will be held in the Dogwood Suite, Union. The
program will include dance, folk songs and discussion.
9 p.m. - An Indian film, "The Forgotten American" will be shown in
the Large Dining Hall, Harshman.

City to test
1-way streets
By Harold Brown
Issue Editor
In an effort to alleviate high traffic density and increase on-street
parking on Second through Ninth streets the City Traffic Commission has
proposed a series of one-way streets in that area.
The area will be bounded on the north by First Street and on the south
by Napoleon Road, on the west by Manville Avenue and on the east South
College Drive.
The plan will go into effect for a 9(klay trial period as soon as Safety
Service Director Walter Zink can get the administrative work completed
to implement the program.
Zink recommended the commission delay the change-over until
sometime after the first of the year until he determines if the city has
enough one-way street signs to do the Job.
Russell Cross, president of council and a resident of the area,
suggested council send flyers to all apartment owners in the area so
tenants can be notified of the coming change. The commlaaion concurred
with the suggestion.
Councilman Paul Ladd cautioned members of the commission to
eliminate any questions the new program might present.
He cited several problems, such as Inadequate use of street signs
which were encountered two years ago when the city experimented with
one-way streets in another portion of the city.
Dr. David Elsaas, another council member, said cars often must drive
up on the sidewalks when they meet another auto coming from the opposite direction on these streets. He gave his full support to the proposal.
Doug Valentine, owner of several apartments in the area, voiced his
approval of the plan and said the commission made a mistake when they
discontinued the one-way street program several years ago.

A..ocioi«d Pr*» WieaJOe

VICE PRESIDENT Nguyen Cao Ky of South Vietnam
glances at an old cannon as he is escorted on a tour of the
United States Military Academy at West Point, New York,
Monday by Superintendent, Ma|. Gen. William A.
Know I ton.
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eDIT8RiaLS
registration
By this time next year, the week-long snake dances In
the Grand Ballroom known as course registration may
have undergone some needed revision.
Rather than having demoralized students blowing
tuses, a computer will be blinking Its lights and spinning
Its wheels when course sections are tilled.
And rather than standing In lines in a cold sweat while
closed sections are marked up on a board, students will
register by tilling out a form and dropping It In a mailbox.
For a while, at least, computerized registration will
also cause Its share of grief until the bugsare ironed out.
And some bugs may be permanent-that being the price
of leaving the present registration tangles behind.
Some students, for example, would rather not take a
course at all than have it scheduled for 8a.m.
But under the proposed computer system, if a student
wants a course but the preferred section is filled, the
benevolent computer will secure the course for him at
another time-possibly at night or early morning.
So with the computer making out your schedule according to your Indicated free time, you will have probably
left behind registration headaches-or at least have made
an even trade.

part 2

all for Vietnam
,

By Robert J. Harper
Gueet Columnist

(From Part 11 Escalating the war In Indo-China was not by chance or misfortune, it
was for one fundamental reason and that Is that the omipotent power of the so-called
"military industrial complex," which is now the military and industrial state, won the
largest propaganda battle of all times in convincing the country that "the reds are
coming, the reds are coming.")
One need only look at the ten largest defense contractors to see the ever growing
link between the military and Industry, which as Anita Ward would say, has led us
"down the primrose path". In John Kenneth Galbraiths book How to Control the
Military he points out that in 1960 there were 691 retired generals, admirals, naval
captains, and colonels in these companies and a more recent survey shows more than
2,072 military elite employed in these firms. To add to the evidence a recent study has
shown that firms with the poorest performance have regularly received the highest
profits, (Lockheed's CSa).
There was no mistake made in getting into Vietnam. America Is there to help in
the economic and political developement of this ever growing American organizetionthe military industrial state. This organization is basically no different than any
other organization, they all have the tendency "to develop a life and purpose and truth
of their own", even if this developement represents the very antithesis of freedom and
life."
As long as the myth of a communist takeover is allowed to exist to the degree that
it does today, the United States government will take every advantage in limiting
freedom and ending life, both in Vietnam and in the U.S., in its pursuit of
Americanization.

>ur man hoppe-

farewell to glory

irs revision
It's so rare that anything pleasant accurs on a national
level. And It is even more rare that anything pertaining to
the Internal Revenue Service is, in any way, good news.
But yesterday, the IRS announced that a new income
tax form will be used beginning with 1970's returns that is
less complicated and easier to read.
The new 1040 form is not so cluttered, leaving more
room for filling In necessary information. There Is also
more white space so It looks like you're farther along than
you actually are. Encouraging.
Instructions for filing returns are no longer on the
reverse side of the forms. You don't have to flip the page
over each time you realize that you don't know what you're
doing.
Even though the IRS had selfish ulterior motives in
devising the new form, (its goal was to cut down on taxpayers mistakes and complaints), the American people
owe the designers of the new form a debt of gratitude.
If only tor the fact that It has been cut down from 32 to
24pages, we wish to thank you, IRS. As students, we don't
have to contend with the new 1040 form yet, but we will be
paying out at tax time instead of collecting and will need to
use It.
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Every day that this war is allowed to be extended the government continues to
restrict and revoke the civil liberties of many individuals as a reaction to their
demands that the war be stopped, that America be stopped. This alone, to the
government, is enough reason for the war to continue.
By playing upon the cultivated fears projected on the American citizenry that the
students and dissenters are part of a communist plot, that they are nothing leas than
thugs and hoodlums it is only natural that society behave in the previously
programmed manner by shouting "off with their heads." The result is self-evident,
the United States is moving every day in an effort to oppress all overt manifestations
of individualism.
Worse than the physical oppression of individualism is the psychological suppression of individualism by today's socialization process. The very mores of the
American society that are ingrained by the educational process tells a person that he
is not even a human being unless he has a degree, the proper hair length, belongs to
the proper groups, and is willing to go to war. This single process has done probably
more harm to the human race than any other.
Until these three points are realized there will be no end to our war with Asia nor •
our war with America. Many war critics are saying that even today the American
government is reducing troops to 200,000 so that we will be able to stay for the long
duration of this war.
One must think of our progress to "end the war" to really understand what is
really happening to America and remember a quote from Noam Chomsky, "The plain
fact is that a democracy cannot fight a brutal, drawn-out war of aggression. Most
people are not gangsters. Unless public concern can be deflected, unless intervention
is discreet and covert, there will be protest, disaffection, and resistance. Either the
war will have to go, or the democracy."

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
General de Gaulle has been buried.
The bells have toiled. The eulogies have
been paid.
"He was a great hero," they said.
And this is true.
"He was a glorious leader," they said.
And this is true.
"We shall not see his like again," they
said. And I can only hope, forgive me,
General, that this, too, is true.
I have thought often of the General
these past days. He was, I think the
epitome of the great national leader, fit
to hold his own with any from the pages
of history.
He was true to his ideals. And his
ideals were those of any great national
leader - the glory of his flag, the grandeur of his country, the greatness of his
people.
Glory, grandeur and greatness, this
was the spur. How much we commoners
have admired these things in our leaders
this past ten thousand years.
How we thrilled as cluldren rea(j jn
our history books of Alexander the Great
sweeping across the known world; of
Joan of Arc rousing France; of Nelson
routing the enemy at Trafalgar; of
Washington crossing the Delaware.

Think of the heroes our history books
gave us:
Hannibal, Caesar,
Charlemagne, Napoleon and even
Genghis Khan and Tamerlane.
Here was glory! Here was grandeur!
Here was greatness! Here were the
values in which you and I and the
General were steeped from the days we
first learned to read. Would that you and
I had the courage, the ability, the luck to
be as great as he.
And yet where in our history books
was the blood? Where was the agony?
Where was the pain?
We thrill with Henry V at Agincourt.
But where is the French knight tearing at
the arrow in this throat? We thrill with

Lawrence in Arabia. But where is the
Bedouin clutching the sand with a bullet
in his gut? We thrill with the "so few" of
theR.A. F. But where is the German boy
beating away at his flaming flesh?
Our history books inculcate us with
the values of glory, grandeur and
greatness - and tell us little of the suffering the pursuit of these values cause.
To this extent, I think, our values are
false.
But we needed the General. Because
Hitler wanted to be a great national
leader, we needed great national leaders
like de Gaulle and Roosevelt and Stalin to
oppose him.
The world has recovered from the

suffering of World War II - just as it '
recovered each time this ten thousand
years from the blood and agony and pain
that these false values caused.
But now we have the hydrogen bomb.
Now the end of the human race is no
further away than the flick of a switch.
Now we can no longer afford false values.
Now we can no longer afford glory and '
grandeur and greatness. Now we can no
longer afford great national leaders.
The part of me that still clings to the
old false values I am trying to shed,
admired the General highly. He was
glorious, he was grand, he was great.
May he rest in peace.
And so may we.

news Lerrers
the 'new' students

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should
be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 106 University Hall.

net with prejudice
It happens to be a very common occurrence in classrooms for teachers to
play the dictatorial bag. What a bog to
play on the students! In general, most of
the "new" students are met with
prejudicial "out-dated" teachers.
It is a common belief among the "out"
teachers to accept what they want to
accept and to meet ideas originating
from the "new" students with obnoxious
scrutiny.
Whether or not this type of teacher
should be permitted to teach is up to the
students and the directors for the better
welfare of this university. I must remind
you that to be forced with any kind of
submission to dictatorial force without
intended will-may prove to be your (the
students) downfall in intellectual activities and may further "cramp" your
behavior.
Russell Van Meter
142 Anderson

WLL SEAT YOU TWO CHAPS TOGETHER-YOU MUST HAVE A LOT TO TALK ABOUTi1

at

r n n n ~l

yeahif
In relation to Mr. Sleet's recent article
on abolishing smoking on campus Yeah!
If we are to help the students on this
campus in every possible way, abolishing
smoking would be a great starter.
Making cigarettes less available to
everyone would cut down immensely on
smoking and would keep students from
even starting. It is evident that smoking
isn't cool anymore and being slave to a
paper tube Is no longer in.
Our purpose in writing this is to
commend Mr. Sleet on Ms purpose and
organization. We hope his program can
be put into effect very soon. It will
benefit everyone. Thank you, Mr. Sleet.
Jim and Beth Gagnet
309 High Street

a tired student
i am a tired student..
tired of being called an impudent snob when i
question the policies of my country,
tired of being called a communist when i stand up
for my beliefs,
i am tired of being branded as a right-winger when
i fly my country's flag,
tired of people using the American Revolution to
justify their actions,
tired of being a second-class citizen because of
my age,
and tired of having my education referred to as a
danger to America,
i am tired of watching racial injustices practiced
in my nation,
but also tired of every cause for humr*nity having
racial implications,
i am tired of being branded as a racist if i don't
believe in every minority cause,
and tired as well of being called a socialist because
i can see injustice,
i am tired of listening to criticisms of my
government simply because my government is
establishement,
tired of my government being so established so as
not to listen to me,
tired of long hair being evil,
tired of short hair being square,
tired of my education being cleaned up,
but also tired of watching irresponsibility on the
part of some students,
tired of politicians telling me what is bad,
tired of radicals telling me what is good,
tired of non-negotiable demands,
but also tired of the use of bullets and bayonets
to solve these demands,
tired of students who preach peace and love while
advocating the violent overthrow of my nation,
tired of Presidents who talk of peace while people
die,
tired of generation gaps, political gaps and
credibility gaps,
tired of people being right because they are older,
tired of people being right because they are
younger,
tired of "America, change it or lose it",
tired of "America, love it or leave it",
...why not "America, to love it is to want to change it!'

Written by Leonard DeLayo
New Mexico Phi Delta Theta
President pro tem of)
the Associated Students.
Submitted by James Hot
Director of Alumni Relations
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BG mayor requests elections
for increase in payroll tax
By Harold Brown
Issue Editor
Mayor F. Gus Skibbie told
City Council Monday night it
should pass legislation to hold
a special election next month
In an attempt to get a one-half
per cent increase in the city's
payroll income tax.
The increase would raise
the payroll tax to one and onehalf per cent.
Mayor Skibbie left the
meeting early because of
illness and council made no
decision on his request.
"Council should not fail to
recognize the additional
financial problems with which
it will be confronted next
year," Skibbie said before he

left.
The mayor cited many new
positions council has created
in recent weeks, including the
addition of three policemen,
one fireman and a zoning and
building inspector.
He said none of these
positions would be filled
unless the city could find a
new source of revenue.
Mayor Skibbie said the onehalf percent increase in the
payroll tax would bring the
city about $250,000 annually.
The mayor also asked
council to consider charging
fees for waste disposal, increase permit and license fees
and charge inspection fees
under the new housing code.
Skiibbte said failure to gain

De Lor/a charges

whites injure land
By Ka thy Gendrtch
Issue Editor
Mt»who.o b, Col J. 54..IJ,, J,.

EARLY MORNING classes seem to have
gotten this co-ed down, as she naps on one
of the benches in University Hall.

Sometimes even a few minutes of rest
helps you face the next class.

Syrian government wants
to merge with Arab league
By the Associated Press
Syria's new government
wants to join the Arab
federation planned by Egypt,
Libya and Sudan, pursuing
the Arab unity it tried to
achieve with Cairo in 1958 but
couldn't.
Radio Damascus, in a
communique
from
the
country's new leader, Gen.
Hafez Assad, said the planned
federation has "rekindled the
hopes of the Arab masses in an
early Arab unity."
Assad's government will do
all in its power for acceptance,
the broadcast said.
Assad, Syria's defense
minister and the leader of the
ruling Baath Socialist party's
military wing, on Friday
ousted President Noureddin
Atassi and arrested Atassi and
Maj. Gen. Salah Jail id.
A coup by the army
preceded Syria's withdrawal
in September 1961 from the
United Arab Republic, the
effort by the late President
Gamal Abdel Nasser to unify
the Arab nations.
At its height, the alliance
included only Syria, Egypt
and Yemen, and Nasser broke
it up after Syria withdrew.
Assad announced Monday

NDSL holds
exit meetings
Exit interviews will
be held for NDSL
borrowers graduating
: or terminating their
studies as of the end of
the fall quarter.
Interviews will be
held on Tuesday and
Wednesday, Dec. 1 and
2.
Please contact the
NDSL Loan Collection
Office, 450 Student
Serices Bldg., 372-2581,
to schedule an appointment for an in:': terview.

he had formed a provisional
Baath command to rule until a
party congress selects a new
permanent leadership.
His government will form a
coalition with other leftist
political organizations in
Syria, he said, and there were
reports that pro-Egyptian
parties banned under Jadid
would be asked to join the
coalition.
Diplomats in Beirut
reported that Assad is
beiginning a purge of the
ousted regime's supporters. A
Beirut newspaper reported
that 70 politicians and army
officers have asked asylum in
Lebanon.
Pro-Egyptian newspapers
in Beirut predicted that
Assad's administration would
end
Syria's
persistent
rejection of a peaceful settlement with Israel, but Assad
said Monday night the U.S.sponsored plan for indirect
peace talks with U.N. envoy
Gunnar Jarring as the gobetween is a surrender.
Observers believed that the
statement was politically
obligatory to keep J ad id's
followers in line.
Sudan also had a government shakeup, with President
Jaafar el Numairi removing
two vice premiers and his
interior minister because
"certain elements, which
claim to be progressive, opposed the revolution."

Thirteen army officers
were reported removed from
their positions because of
suspected Communist sympathies.
In Cairo, the semiofficial
newspaper Al Ahram said
Prime Minister Mahmoud
Fawzi would announce his
new Cabinet today with no
changes in key ministries.
The newspaper said the
few changes that will occur
will be for "more efficiency
and coordination in government administration and
performance."
Amid the political changes
there was renewed military
activity in northern Jordan,
where Palestinian guerrillas
and King Hussein's army
fought for most of Monday.
No new fighting was
reported yesterday.
Each side accused the
other of starting the first
heavy fighting since the 11day civil war in Jordan last
September.
Guerrillas
based
in
Lebanon fired several mortar
rounds at two Israeli border
settlements before dawn
yesterday, the Israeli command at Tiberias said. The
Israelis returned the fire, and
no casualties or damage was
reported.
Sources in Tel Aviv said
Deputy Premier Yigal Allen of
Israel has discussed separate

'White Roofs of Peace'
promotes Indian culture
"White Roots of Peace," a
company of eight Indians, will
visit the Bowling Green
campus tonight. The group
has traveled extensively in the
United States and Canada to
promote better understanding
of the Indian cultures.
A special presentation by
the group will be held at 8 p.m.
tonight
in
the
Main
Auditorium, University Hall,
where the Indians will per-

Quality Printing
WHILE YOU WAIT
for just pennies

form traditional music and
dances. While they will not
dance to entertain, the group's
members are expected to
invite the audience to join with
them in their Indian dances.
The presentation is part of
"American Indian and Indian
Culture Week," which is part
of the University's "Concerned 70-71" series sponsored
by the Student Acitivities
Office.

peace negotiations with
Hussein, confirming an article
in Time magazine.
But Amman for obvious
reasons stuck by a radio
report that no such talks are in
progress or have taken place.
The existence of the meetings
had been censored in Tel Aviv
until the article appeared in
the U.S. news magazine.
A Japanese firm, the Penta
Ocean Construction Co.,
announced in Tokyo that
Egypt's Suez Canal Authority
has retained it to make a study
of the feasibility of reopening
and enlarging the canal.
Israeli officials said they had
not been approached, and
their forces would prevent the
reopening until an ArabIsraeli peace settlement is
reached.
Penta operates the world's
largest fleet of pump-dredging
vessels.

Vine DeLoria feels it's
about time the white man
started taking the Indian
seriously.
"It's not in terms of what
you can do for us," he told the
audience at his lecture
yesterday, "but what you
better do about the way the
society you control is running;
or I can guarantee you that
within the next 30 years we
will have this continent back
because you people simply
don't know how to run it and
you're destroying it."
Del-oria, a Standing Rock
Sioux, feels that there has
been
a great misunderstanding of the American
Indian movement and Indian
unity on the part of most
Americans.
The Indian movement is
entirely different than any
other the county has seen, he
said, primarily because it is
based on what he called "gut
issues" - Indian land
resources and Indian cultural
values.
The land-use ethic involves
the development of the
reservation lands for the use
of the Indian with no outside
interference.
He cited several examples
of tribes who have cleaned up
the rivers and streams on
their lands and now have the

Peace Corps holds jobs
for qualified BG grads
You don't have to stay in
the States after you get your
B.S. or B.A. on-the-job experience.
In seven foreign countries
throughout Africa and Asia,
the Peace Corps has immediate positions open for
qualified persons, according
to Michael J. Schaal, Toledo
Peace Corps representative.
Malaysia,
Figi
and
Micronesia need volunteers
with a Masters Degree in
Business Administration for
business and marketing
programs.

Liberia, Afghanistan,
Tonga and Figi request
college graduates with civil
engineering degrees to work
in
public
construction
projects.
Graduates with Math and
science majors in education
can find positions working in
teacher training programs in
Figi and the Philippines.
All applicants will he
notified of acceptance withing
three weeks of application.
Interested students should
contact the Office of Career
Planning and Placement
Services.

[XjLiNja of nuaoenf
spend a
buck...

Councilman Lloyd Sheldon
said legislation concerning
rubish collection in the city
would be presented to council
within the next month.

Prosecutor opens case
in Calley court-martial
FT.
BENNING. Ga.
(API
- An
Army
prosecutor began the courtmartial of Lt. William L.
Calley yesterday by charging
that the officer "shot down in
cold blood" unarmed men,
women and children at the
tiny village of My I*i in 1968.
Calley, one of 10 soldiers
charged with committing
atrocities at My IJII. is accused of the premeditated
murder of 102 civilians.
Capt. Aubrey Daniel, the
prosecutor, made a 22-minute
opening statement to the six
court-martial board members
assigned to hear the case.
Daniel said that Calley's
platoon found the village
undefended when the soldiers
entered it on a combat
mission.
He said that Calley and
some of his men used "full
bursts of automatic fire" to
shoot "unarmed and undefended men, women and
children."
Calley faces death or life
imprisonment if he is convicted.
Just before Daniel began
his opening statement, Calley
stood erect as the trial judge,

Col. Reid Kennedy, asked him
in a routine procedure:
"Lt. Calley, are you ready
to plead?"
"I plead not guilty," Calley
replied.
Then the 5 foot 3 defendant
sat down and leaned forward
with his elbows on the defense
table.
His face appeared flushed
as Daniel began his opening
address.
"What did the accused do
in My Ui in March 16,1968' "
Daniel, 29, asked the jury of
six Army officers. "We will
try to put you there..."
Daniel said Calley's 1st
Platoon of Charlie Company
was in the forefront of a
helicopter assault into the
area immediately west of My
l-ai at 7:30 a.m. that day.
A group of the villagers
were placed in charge of two
of Calley's men, Pvt. Paul
Meadlo and Pfc. Dennis Conti,
Daniel said.
Then, referring to Calley,
the prosecutor continued, "he
told Conti and Meadlo, 'take
care of these people.' They
didn't know what the accused
meant when he said 'Take
care of these people.' "

All The Spaghetti

YOU CAN EAT
°lus homemade bread and butter

Tonight - 99e
YE OLDE PIZZA PUB
Across from the C I

HOLIDAY SALE
Reductions from reg. stock
and odds n Ends

-SPECIALSSportswear AH R#«ui« stock

10% off

Wed thru Sat only
AH suede clothing
skirts, slacks, vests
Vests - wools, orlons, osst. colors
& styles
Capes - Tweed, wool, knits -

35% Off
25% to 40% Off
30% Off

I /2 & LESS
Skirts, slacks, sweaters, jumpers

Lingerie
B>o SI,p. ..a. $9.00
Now - $5.99
Bra. 1.00 3.00 3.50
Slip,, Hall Slip.
pottlponts, girdle.
30% to 50% 0«

NEED FLYERS and POSTERS for
Student Council Elections ?

Purses

COME TO
&fv//?W

352-5762

suit in the Sixth District Court
of Appeals in the near future.
The landfill prospoal has
been bogged down in legal
action for more than a year.
The city is presently hauling
its refuse to the Hancock
County dump near Findlay.

Odds n Ends Rack

Students Campus
Organizations

111 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN

rights to unpolluted waters.
"Over the next five to six
years, ecology will have to be
the overriding issue," he said.
"There have been many
ways you have made better
use of this country than we
did," DeLoria said, "but half
the rivers are now inflammable."
He contends that the white
man will soon be looking for
uncontaminated lands and
will again turn to the lands of
the Indian for a decent place
to live.
"It's going to be the Little
Big Horn all over again in
1976," he said, "because the
white society in 200 years has
not had the sense to find out
what it's doing. We know
damn well you're going to go
after our land in another five
or six years.
"We're going to have the
only decent lands left in North
America," he said.
On the subject of Indian
cultural values, DeLoria said
he is opposed to groups such
as VISTA that come to the
reservations to help the Indian.
He bases his opposition on
the premise that such groups
interfere with tribal politics
and try to impose a new sort of
culture on the red man.
Having been instructed by
textbooks, the volunteers are
not prepared for realistic life
on the reservation, he said.

passage of the levy would
jeopardize any increase in
wages for city employees and
possibly call for a reduction in
the size of all city departments
"until other
types of
funding are found."
Council members were
notified that the suit in Wood
County Common Pleas Court
against the proposed countywide landfill had been dropped, but property owners in
the area are expected to file

ft-TlH

baua>
3 SUB
352-7571 fronfr&lA|&

• *» •

Coidoroy - 40% 0(1.
Suod. - 20% OH
Fi.nch purse & key Cose
So, $2.25 d.g 3.50-4.00)
Billfolds, hoy cosos, clg.
cosss 56, to $1.99
(vsluss to $3.50)

Sleepwear
Culottes - Reg 518.00
Now {9.98
Long gowns, .Hill.,
night shirts, culotlos
cotton, flannel and
brushod nylon ') pried price

Misc items
50- 79 - 1.29
Stationery, jewelery, sochots
Notions, .lulled onimols

Hosiery
Pont, Hoso $.99 - $1.99
Value. $4.00
Knee Socks $.89
Ovot tho Knee $.50 .
Reg. Nylons pi. $1.69

Scarves
Leather dross glove.,
$3.98 - $5.98
(voloos to 13.00)
Hot & glo.e sot (reg 5.50)
NOW $3.99
Furry Hots - rog 5.00 - 7.09
NOW 2.99, 3.99

POWDER PUFF
.#*♦;• 1^^^^^^^^^^^^!^^
525 Rldg. Si.
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PUZZLE

BGSU Rifle Club aims high
Like moet other clube on
the campus, the BGSU Rifle
Club doesn't have enough
money to do the thingi It
would like to do.
'That really is our biggest
problem," said Larry Palmer,
coach of the club. "We simply
need better equipment."
He explained the club has
all Anachutz .22 caliber rifles,
which he believes Is the best
brand made. They cost up to
$3S0 each.
Each member of the club is
assigned to one rifle and to one
leather
jacket,
made
especially to give support to
the rifle while shooting.
"You could drop 10 points
in your score Just by using
someone else's rifle, even
though it is exactly the same,"
said club secretary Lisas
Holycross.
Another problem the club
is fighting is its anonymity.
"Not many people know It,
but we've got one of the best
women's college rifle teams in

the country," Palmer said.
He hopes to take the
women's team across the
country
in
competition
sometime soon in order to
make it better known.
His club is divided Into
three teams-women, freshman, and varsity.
The varsity, for the third
year in a row, recently
defeated the University's
ROTC rifle team. The two
teams In competition present
quite a contrast, as most of the
club's members unabashedly
sport long hair and side burns,
with a few beards sprinkled In
for variety.
Miss Holycross said that
out of a possible score of 1,500
the club received 1,270, and
ROTC 1,147.
The meets last for SI
minutes.
The cometitors
shoot from three positions,
prone lying flat on the floor,
kneeling and offhand (standing).
Each competitor shoots 10

targets st 10 points each per
position, for a personal
possible score of 300. The top
five score... .>om each team
are totalled for the team's
score.
The freshman team, yet to
be completed this year,
usually competes against high
school teams.
"The difficulty with the
freshmen team is that they
want to shoot and shoot well.
But when they find out they

don't score weU after a few
trials, they get frustrated,"
Miss Holycross said.
"Each of our varsity
members already averages
three years' experience at
target shooting when they
Join," she added.
Palmer said Bowling
Green and Case Western
Reserve have the only rifle
clubs that are not advised by
the ROTC department
He
noted that it was unfortunate

TO
DO
TODaY
COUNSELING CENTER
Will hold a yoga workshop
from 1 to 3 p.m. in 320 Student
Services Building.

By Dorothea K. Shipp

that Kent State University
didn't have this arrangement
also, because all their
equipment was stored in the
ROTC building, which was
destroyed by fire last May.
"We have about 2$ members, with eight girls, and are
open to all interested," said
Palmer. "We get along weU
with Campus Security and
ROTC. In fact. Chief Don
Young of the security force is
one of our best supporters."

* LIVING ROOM ROCKING CHAIR SEATING
* ACRES OF Mill: PARKING

Who have requested the
Cleveland area for the Spring
Quarter, 1971 will meet at 3
p.m. in the Alumni Room of
the Union.
VERY IMPORTANT--YOU MUST
ATTEND.

* GOIUMOW, MODERNISTIC DECOR

FRENCH CLUB

* THE THEATRE OK TOMORROW. A REALITY TODAY

Will meet at 6:30 p.m. on

AUTOMATIC TEMPEIIATI'RE CONTROL
,

..

CiMfc9»*arVf

Vl1

- NOW PLAYING -

lit,

e»c. at 9, 9:35
Sot. & Sun Mat.
at ?. 4:41

Eve at 7:00 & 9:30
Sat & Sun Mat. Only
at 4:30

Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Pink Dogwood Suite of the
Union. Open to all women
interested in Joining a campus
service organization.

Music by Henry Mancini
and Johnny Mercer

SIGMA PHI

10 ACADEMY AWARD
Nominations—Incl "Best Picture"
'EpiC battle Of the Sexes!" -Vincent Canby, N Y. Times

RICHARD BURTON
GENEVI'EVE BUJOLD
M ANNl BOl.tVN

IN TIIK HAL WALLIS PRODUCTION

^/\nne(ffftne7hottsanhDayS »«•

CAMPUSGOLD

Julie Andrew, a German
Spy in WW1 is Assigned
to obtain Secret Information from England's
dashing Squadron
Commanderfv'ock Hudsor
Things become involve!
and
well, see
it for Yourself

■

Oar.
Detour.
Owing.
linm.in ihitr.

23 Soiled.
24 Father.

25 Sure
winners: si.

27 Confederate
general.

SI Margaret
Truman and
family,

u

z

'

eolloi|.

35 Fort.

311 Magazine
feature.
43 Covered
witli creeper.

44 — pollol.
Hi (live power
l<>.
of ECO-week, Nov. 14 paper
collection, and the Nov. 17
public forum will be given. All
students and faculty invited.

47 Feminine
names.
48 Toys.
ill Fete.
."il Transgression.
.")2 Sentimental.

13
14
tfi
19

4

3

22
24
2fi
28
31)
32
35
30
37

1

'
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22

|
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u
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]
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CRYPTOGRAM

WOODWIND QUARTET
Will give a concert at 8:15
p.m. in the Recital Hall, of the
Music Building.

IS 70

By Norton Rhodes

CHEW

C. IT Nil It M

AN TOW

Hl'BWV

swi rii'i:

SI.OHV

Cl" P KT I' I.

SKI CLUB

V I.

Til AW N I Ml I W .

Yesterday's erxptognnu: SopliistieaU'il

Will have a party upstairs
at the C.I. at 9 p.m. featuring
the Primary Colors. The club
will pay for all beer, admission is $1.

rumpus poll parrot spouts pnlislieil aphorism*.

WIZARD OF ID

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

/ / \

Will
meet
at
the
President's apartment at 7
p.m. to draw up by-laws.

•

7

Solution to Yesterday's Puizle

Will meet at 8 p.m. in 105
South Hall. Open to all interested students.

PSYCHIC PHENOMENA
DISCUSSION GROUP

'
"
"5

48 w .ill/

49 Edge.
52 Small
cnnlribiitinn.
53 Nine: Fr.
50 Maul: cnlloq.
58 Drink.

■ 27

20

35

38 Notion.
39 More foolish.
40 Electrical
connection.
41 Lounged.
42 Waver*.
45 Aged.

Tree.
Cost.
Ogles.
Crude
mineral.
Plain*.
\ achling.
Golf great.
Trap.
Automobile.
Mimir.
Wash out.
Makes use of.
Fish.

23

25

33 Vegetable.
.14 Friend:

PSICHI
Will sponsor a panel
discussion and information
night from 7 to 9 p.m. in 106
Psychology Building.
Included in the discussion will be
graduate school, careers in
psychology and related fields
and the Job market. Speakers
will be from the psychology
department, the education
department, the placement
center, and the psychology
graduate admissions committee.

17
lH
211
21

" More noriiml.
2!l V.inillii —.

SPANISH CLUB

STUDENT TEACHERS

54 F.mploy
busily.
55 Running off.
1 Infant*,
fi Auction*.
57 Think*.
59 Cloth
11 Straying.
12 Not knowing
*ample.
right from
im Evaded.
wrong.
01 Sugary.
14 (jo before.
02 Allude.
15 Hiiimtiilll.
ACROSS

t

the Alumni Room of the
Union. The meeting is open to
everyone.

DOWN
1 Milwaukee
nine.
2 Curve.
3 Max —.
4 Finished.
5 Barren.
0 Honored.
7 Friendship.
8 Ear part.
9 Before.
Ill Fish.
II (inaw*.

_

SHOW

Will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
206 Hayes Hall. Everyone is
welcome.
For more information
call
372-1387

ll;6 ******

LIFE
MMSWl riauih

"A FILM OF SOCIAL AND
CINEMATIC IMPORTANCE!

Will meet at t p.m. in 112
Life Science Building. Results

^oo*°f

wuie**:*.

Peter Boyle as Joe performs with as much harsh
power as the young Brando ever did, and he is
funnier than Brando could ever hope to be.
'JOE' MUST SURELY RANK IN IMPACT WITH
BONNIE AND CLYDE'!" «...0«-..- -,«.

>

i.'
. *

IltHUKOiCIR
*Ma*H0UMTPICTUR[

•>

■•"':"'

"AN EVENT WORTHY OF
SPECIAL NOTE! Atnazin....
'Joe' pulls no punches...hits a double
bulls-eye. It's never been served up on
film this hot!" -Archer Wimltn, N. Y. Poll

sutthnnrono
r.ltlMi M'DIEWES

r ..'•'
'

3&to

CLaSSIFIED

Hey you!
The News needs
help! Putting out a
.paper five days a week
Isn't easy, especially
when class schedules
get in the way.
We're in need of
writers, reporters, copy
editors (especially copy
editors!!!)
and
proofreaders. If you
have an interest in one
of these and some time
to kill, stop in and introduce yourself.
There's always
someone there to talk to
you.in the afternoon.
You don't need
newspaper experience,
Just a will and an urge to
write.

The BG Newt
IN Uslverslty 11.11

POUND: Youmt male. black
and tan dog. wearing harness
All classified ads mot be vicinity Stadium Plata. Call
■ubailttrd la perm at lac BG Ijnda 352*406
NEWS mKlct Proper Idro
tlfleatloa muii alt* be UlST Engraved lighter at
Bachelors HI tea Friday
prcsealed.
Rates: IMprr liar per day > REWARD contact l.ucy
Uses mlalaium. average at 5 Dawson 372-5533
wars, per liar
DeadUan: I p.m. two daya Taking orders on Boa Constrictors THE HIJTCH 354krfare date of pablkatMa
lac BG News neervea the NM
right ta edit er rettet aay
classified
advertisement Alpha Gams: Thanks tor the
lea. Delta
placed.
Prtaied reran wale* la the
Newt' oplDloo deter tram the Ondie and Steve congrals on
valee ol the advrruirmrat your Gamma Phi-Delia Tau
«111 he rectified tree ot caarfe Delta l*valiering-I.ove X.
floor
tf rrpactcd la prraaa irlthla II 3rd
bean of aabHcatloo dale.
"Big'' Linda It was worth
tracking all around BG and
DO YOU HAVE A
playing airplanetoflnda big as
POOK PIZZA PALETTE? great as you. l,ove. your little.
Claudia
Many people do!
In .... «4i«' «•■•. ."• ~fl .
.MMrt Bill* .-..., Il •*•

THE HUTCH
Pets

& Supplies

521 S. PROSPECT
I.G. Ohio 354-9603

a-.....*.*. tW —- ptlM
i,.»t ■ -... *n|*Tl"« '"»'•
0..... I....
.Hi .<••- l>...~*l".»
M-« pM..n. *i,|«r»4 •
.»•.,..,..i .".,.... Is
•k«l. PPQ i» ...
eiM.^« QWOTIVM).
I«MNI •»-«, ssstaa
h... M tK«i ikla ,. jo.

h. • •«4>C»nMl*V. d.nii
■■ a'** !■*"■' ."•" »•

......
M«. ....II. ,«*

"JOE'IS A TRIUMPH!
The cast is nothing short of perfect.
The story is a rip-snorter.
'Joe'is a 'this-minute' film: a movie
truly of our times and demanding
to be seen this minute."

Nov 21 - Dec 5

Thanks Lee to Ihe greatest
ATO Big In the World Deck
Congratulations to Rick and
Sandy, Fred and Kim on their
pinmngs Sig Ep Pledges

Sll.« MMsSl and .la

RIDES

Pinny sah on
many fish + all plants

Belated congratulations to
Ken and Kathy on their
lavaliering, Jim and lands on
your pinning, and Larry and
Jane on their engagement
You ZK brothers

Rids available lo Pittsburgh
Nov. M 354-2115
Ride Needed Thanksgiving
Phils -South Jersey ana Will
Pay,
Pat
352-7142

PIKES THANK THE GAMMA
PHI'S FOR A TERRIFIC
TIME AT THE
TEA
Belated congrals. ROCKY
How many other Zebe's can
say, "I lost my puunate and
my mistress in the same
bay?" L. W. and Monopoly

The baby lions send thelr
Ride Needed lo Rochester congrata to the new Alpha
New York this week or rant Delta PI aebves with tt*
words, "Now it's our turn."
BUSINESS
PORTUNrriES

-Judith Crl.t, New York M«|..ln.

M.W.F. l—|pa
Tt. 1-5
Sit. 9-9
CttMw, Sia. I Than.

PIKE PLEDGES Be Happy
You Ale Mud and Not the Ball.
Were even Tougher in Dry
WANTED: ManuacrtpU for Weather. Good Game. The
lnkslone-BG's Literary Brothers
Mafaslne. Send to lnkslone
SU U.H. Please type and put Congrats Kim 4 Fred on you
name and address on back pinntng-The AX'S
Coeo>Junlon and Senior. p|KES:
w, lh,nk m
parl-umjemployment, II Brother Fr,termly ,or
hour, a week. 140 salary plus mi,,., „, Gamma Phi's
commissions, on campus
"f^SfST^vl'J'^li; TlSanksFrai* to th. Grooviest
RTRSSfffSSS ^ Big in d, world hUrty

DU's-Greet Football Game'
Let's try 11 again Alpha Gam
Pledges
Thanks DG Pledges lor tiling
aft the HORNY EDGES at the
Venture Inn Phantom Pledge

happiness with an orphan See
you tonlght-The Delta
Sleep tight Betas, it was s lot
of tun. Thanks! Alpha Gam
Pledges
FOR

ATO PHANTOM PLEDGE
thanks Ihe PIKES (or the beer
al the Venture Inn Friday
DG'i WOW' Do they please.
especially at ATO Tea's
Phantom Pledge
Hank 4 Beth: Congrats on
your PlKA lavallering.
Chesty * Connie
SlUy-Have Ihe Happiest 21st
ever.
FLY HIGH AND
LOOK FORWARD TO A
GREAT WEEKEND Love,
Ponkrn
AGD Pledges: You'll see. We
nally DO care! The OffCampus Bunch.
CHARMIN
CHERUBS
STRIKE CAUSE WE'RE
PSYCHED
Delta, Thanks tor the great
tea. Keep on nruckin. The
Alpha Gams
Rosebud-believe la ESP'
Thanks. Your Rotebloomer
9CA
congratulates Andrew
Holly champion of the lists.
now Marshal of the Middle
Marches.
Gimper-you were CAST for
the part!!! Bonnie
Beer. Songs and a lot of fun.
Kappa Sl*s-Your party was
number one! Thanks. Alpha
Gam Pledges
Come Grow With Us. Call 12<«1 OMWehnJ Center 32*
Student Service*.
Veterans Against the WAR.
Watch Campus Calendar"
tor details of organizational
meeting ' or call S54-17I2
Studenta-Earope
for
Christmas. Easier or summer''
Employment opportunities, economic flights,
discounts. Writ* for Informauon I air mall) Anglo
America Association. Ma Pyle
Street.
Newport
I.W .
England
DCs -Ufa a

SALE

OR

RENT

CUSTOM WEDDING BANDS
In gold or sterling Philip
Morton Contemporary
Jeweler III W Wooater.
Cabinet model television 111
call after I 3S2-W61
For Sale:
Bernards

Registered Saint
Call 372.1140

mate Winter Quarter 352-03W
Room Avail. 1 or 2 to lake over
room In Ross Hotel Kitchen
priv lion-month 152.73*6
URGENTYoung couple
needs apl. imm. Pret. turn
Call Barb 352-73S6
I male to share 2 man apt. Call
Jim .vVJ-J2Ti
I male needed to subleast apt
wt-sp qtr
Call .152 7680
Students-men—double
rooms spring quarter.
1
single-2 quarters 353-124!

'61 Charger-Auto. A.C.. PA,
Vinyl top phone 352-714S or

Needed: Male roommate for
second and third quarter. Call
Ed
352-91(1 Between 5-7

Man's Beige Fur Coat, sue 40«. Make Offer. 352-5325

Need one girl to share an
apartment. Phone 352-9331
before 6 p in

■MM

Tired ol getting the runaround. Have your car tuned
4 repaired by someone who
knows what it is like BBU<
Motion Performance Rl It) 4
Rt. 6. 9 mi E of BG 2*7-3365
OwntC « operated by BG
Alum
ttCom . 4<pd. 1225. buckle
SKI boots J-M $JO 372-1371
For Sale: I Auto Wheel Rime
sue
I45II4
193-1702
BLACK LIGHT (or sale Call
35HH71
Better Business MachinesTypewriters adders and
calculators. Sales service and
rentals JT7 S. Main 35J-77aO
dally til I p.m. Sat. 01 5
For Sale-Gibson F.B-3 Bass
Guitar. I yr. old. call 3544015
or 352-J824 after 5
For Sale:
Electric Guitar
Like New. MUST sell Jan 372315*
2 female roommates needed
winter and spring qtr. U. C
2 female roommates needed
winter and spring qtr. U.
Court*. 1150 per qtr. 352-5004
Need 3 or 4 lo lease apartment Call 352*174 Cheap
Apartment available Immediately
Ml Thurston
Manor Phone 353*17}
WANTED:

Female Reom-

Thurston Manor Apt sublease
Dec I
Call
352-6*64
I female needed lo sublet start
ert. at U courla 35J-731I
lAXa) Legion Hall tor rent at
City Park Call 354-6275
Kooms-epnng qtr. 4 men 145
S. Enterprise 353-U4I
Female roommate, winter
and-or spring 155 mo . 352-0245
I mile roommate needed neat
qtr.
Call
353-15(1
Wanted: Furnished room in
apartment or house for male
Grad. studeni tad 4 ltd
quarters, write P.E Oaten.
r» Sigourney. Apt. AS. Hartford. Conn. 06105
Needed: Coobock roommate
for winter quarter tolerable
and not spaced 372-0713
Wanted: married couple
DESPAHATELY need apt or
house for winter quarter. Call
U«-a**47Ss MUect after (
pm.
Male roommate needed wtr.
sp.qtrt Wlnthrop South Jim:
Call Night.
an Apt Newlove
HI tad St Winter. Spring and
CaH LYNN 352-5731
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Unmanned module space first

Luna conducts moon tests
MOSCOW (AP) - Luna 17
made a successful landing on
the moon yesterday and
discharged a self-propelled
lunar module which is conducting esperiments 65 feet
from the mother ship, Tass
announced.

"French reflector for laser
location on the moon."
It was another first for the
Soviet program of unmanned
space exploration, the first
time a moon ship after landing
has sent out another module to
conduct experiments.

Luna 17's landing on the
The
module,
called
Kunokhod 1, is moving about moon was first reported by the
on an eight-wheel chassis, the Bochum Observatory in West
Germany.
Soviet news agency said.
It said the spaceship
The vehicle, like the un- launched last Tuesday put
manned Luna 17, is controlled down on the northern half of
from the earth, and all its the lunar surface at U p.m.
systems are functioning
EST Monday-and began
normally, Tass said.
transmitting pictures of exThe announcement said the cellent quality S3 minutes
wheeled vehicle carried a later.

Senate adopts portion
of job safety proposal
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Senate
adopted
43-38
yesterday a compromise
proposal
which
gave
President Nixon a victory on
one aspect of the job safetv
bill.
The amendment, offered
by Sen. Jacob K. Javits, (RN.Y.), would create a threemember commission named
by the President to enforce the
health and safety standards
for all American workers
which would be established
under the legislation.
Nixon had wanted such a
commission and also a special
board to draw up the standards.
The AFL-CIO, backing the
bill before the Senate, which

was drafted by liberal
Democrats, insisted that both
authorities should be centered
in the Secretary of Labor.
The effect of adoption of
the Javits amendment was to
leave promulgation of the
standards to the secretary by
to create an outside enforcement commission.
Earlier yesterday, the
Senate rejected 42-40 a
Republican attempt to limit
authority of labor Department officials in closing plants
during instances of imminent
danger to workers.
The outcome was another
defeat for the Nixon administration in Senate consideration of the legislation.

rieinz Kaminski, director
of the Bechum Observatory,
said Luna 17 appeared to be a
greatly improved version of
Luna 16, the first unmanned
space vehicle to land on the
moon and return to earth, a
feat accomplished in September.
In Bochum, Kaminski said
Luna 17 represents the actual
start of automatic lunar exploration.
Luna 16 brought back
samples of the moon's sur-

face, and Luna 17 isexpected to
do likewise.
Luna 16s success put the
Soviet Union back in lunar
cometition with the United
States after the U.S. Apollo
landings of 1969 had overshadowed previous Soviet
efforts.
Lunokhod 1 left the mother
ship by gangplank Tass said.
The module
carried
scientific aparatus,, control
instruments,
television
cameras and radio com-

munication devices to carry
out "scientific Investigations
on the surface of the moon at
various distances from the
landing spot," the announcement said.
Ground
controllers
maneuver the vehicle with the
help of television information
on the position of the vehicle
and the nature of the lunar
terrain.
Luna 17 made a soft landing
in the area of the Sea of Rains,
Tass reported.

Viet troops uncover
enemy arms cache
SAIGON (AP) - Thousands
of South Vietnamese troops
pushed into northeast Cambodia yesterday and uncovered one of the biggest
North Vietnamese ammunition stockpiles of the
war.
In South Vietnam, enemy
rockets and mortars hit two
U.S. bases, killing three
Americans and wounding 20.
It was the heaviest
American toll from rocket and
mortar attacks in one day
since July 22.
The new drive into Cambodia netted 254 tons of 85mm
ammunition found in four
holes six miles inside Cambodia's Ratanakiri Province,
opposite South Vietnam's
central highlands.
The South Vietnamese
killed U North Vietnamese
guarding the ammunition
cache, the government said,

and killed seven others in
small clashes in the same
general area.
The only South Vietnamese
casualties reported were two
soldiers wounded when their
helicopter was hit by North
Vietnamese fire.
U.S. B52 bombers and
fighter-bombers hammered
North Vietnamese supply
routes and depots north and
south of the 4,500-man South
Vietnamese task force. But
the U.S. Command said no
direct American support was
being provided for the
operation 185 miles north of
Saigon.
It was the farthest north
South Vietnamese troops have
ventured into Cambodia since
the first U.S. and South
Vietnamese drives into the
country last May and June.
It was also the fourth
major South Vietnamese drive
into Cambodia in three weeks
and raised to 16.000 the
number of Saigon troops
operating across the border.
One of the American bases
hit by the enemy gunners in

South Vietnam was the big
Bien H02 air base and Army
camp IS miles northeast of
Saigon. It was the first time
the sprawling base had been
attacked since May 3.
The U.S. Command said
the enemy gunners slammed
25 to 30 Chinese 107mm rockets
into the base. American artillery returned the fire but the
results were not known, a
spokesman said.
South Vietnamese said that
in addition to the American
casualties, one Vietnamese
civilian was killed and 13
civilians and one government
soldier were wounded.
The U.S. Command announced that another battalion of the 4th Division, the
3rd Battalion, 12th Infantry,
had been withdrawn from
combat, cutting American
strength in Vietnam by 920
more men.
The withdrawal is part of
President Nixon's fifth round
of troop cutbacks that will
reduce American strength in
Vietnam to 344,000 men by the
end of the year.

LIFE, cave team up
to protest nuclear plant
Two
Bowling Green
student environmental action
groups have formed a
coalition to begin a legal investigation of possible environmental hazards of the
proposed Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Plant.
Along with Cleveland area
organization, LIFE (Living
In a Finer Environment) and
CAVE (Campaign Against
Violence to the Environment)
petitioned the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission to intervene in the plant construction.
Under the name of
Coalition for Safe Nuclear
Power, the groups contend
that the planned plant site on

THE OLD SCHOOL BELL won't toll anymore, but it's found a good
resting place. The 65-year-old bell, which once called Zimmerman
School children to class, has been donated to the University by
Emmett Loomis, Bowling Green, and will be displayed in the.
Education Building.

displayed in the first-floor
lobby.
The University's College of
Education established an
Educational Memorabilia
Center nearly a year ago and
is seeking old textbooks,
school desks, pictures,
magazines and other items
associated with the early
schools of northwestern Ohio.
More recently, a Little Red
Schoolhouse Committee was
appointed to search for an
authentic one-room
schoolhouse that could be
moved to the campus to house
the collection, and the committee is now considering two
buildings.

A FANTASTIC TRIP!
"Ski 16 DaysParty IS Nights"
In Vol

D'IMT*

The petition also charges
radioactive wastes and
emissions from normal
operation of the plant could
"produce a variety of
bioligical damages including
chromosome
breakage,
genetic mutation... and other
somatic effects."
To support the charges the
two campus groups plan to
present expert witnesses of
the environmental impact of
the proposed facility on Lake
Erie and the surrounding
area.

Jane

Bell serves as reminder
of one-room schoofhouses
The bell that summoned
Webster Township, Wood
County, youngsters to Zimmerman School in 1905 has
found a home at the University where it will serve as a
reminder of the beginnings of
American education in oneroom schoolhouses.
The 65-year-old bell,
originally purchased from
Sears, Roebuck and Co., was
donated to the University by a
former Zimmerman School
student, Emmett Loomis, 8140
Scotch Ridge Road, Bowling
Green.
The bell will be moved to
the University's Education
Building where it will be

lake Erie near Port Clinton
Ohio would create "Undue
risk to the health and safety of
the public."

According to Robert
Shelton, chairman of the Little
Red Schoolhouse Committee,
the bell may be mounted in the
tower of the one-room school
when the building is brought to
the campus.

SO SORRY.
CONGRATULATIONS
AND WELCOME.
The Alpha Gams

ALL INTERESTED MEN
ARE INVITED
TO COME TO

THE BARBWIRE THEATER COMPANY will perform an original
play, "The Cage" on Monday, November 23, at 8 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium of University Hall. The theater group is comprised of
San Quentin parolees who will entertain questions after the performance. General admission for 'The Cage' will be $1.50.

San Quentin parolees
to stage original play
The University Theater, in
cooperation with the Office of
Student Programs and Activities, has scheduled a
special performance of "The
Cage" on Monday. Nov. 23 at 8
p.m. in Main Auditorium,
University Hall.
Written, produced and
performed by the Barbwire

Col.mb.s lawyer
asks ■•llificatioi
of $5 Million suits

Theater Company, a group of
San Quentin parolees, the play
is an 80-minute drama that
deals with the accelerating
problem of crime and punishment.
The play explores the
relationship of four men
sharing a prison cell. Caged
together, they begin to feed off
one another. The ensuing
story is one of incredible, yet
stark, reality.
After the performance the
actors plan to return to the

stage for a period of
questioning
from
the
audience. This part of the
program is designed to enter
into a problem-solving debate
about the future of our prisons
and the conditions that exist in
them.
General admission to the
performance is $1.50.
Tickets can be obtained
from the theater box office
beginning this Thursday, from
11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. They will
also be on sale at the door one
hour before show time.

Jury changes politicians
with building extortion

CLEVELAND (AP) - A
motion filed by Columbus
lawyer R. Brooke Alloway to
dismiss two wrongful death
suits against Gov. James
Rhodes was filed Monday in
NEWARK,N.J.(AP)-The
U.S. District Court.
The suit totalling $5 million leader of the Hudson County
had been filed by the mothers Democratic political machine
of Jeffery G. Miller, 20, of New and the mayor of Jersey City
York; and Sandra I.. have been indicted by a
Scheurer, 20, of Boardman. federal grand jury on a charge
The two Kent State of shaking down three conUniversity students were shot struction firms engaged in
to death in the confrontation public works.
Named with John V.
between demonstrators and
Ohio National Guardsmen Kenny, 77, the county political
May 4 after Gov. Rhodes boss, and Mayor Thomas J.
ordered the guardsmen onto Whelan, 48, were 10 other
persons, including Hudson
the campus.
The motion claims that the County Police Chief Fred J.
federalcourtlacks jurisdiction Kropke, 57, and Thomas J.
because the governor acted in Flaherty, 42, president of the
his capacity as a public of- City Council of Jersey City.
In an indictment made
ficial during the disturbances
public Monday, all were acon the campus.
Another motion
has cused of extortion - conspiracy
already been filed to dismiss a in the alleged milking of
$6 million wrongful death suit $181,682 from three conagainst Gov. Rhodes brought struction firms.
Kenny, Whelan, Flaherty
by the father of Allison
Krause, 19, of Pittsburgh, who and Bernard G. Murphy, 52,
also was killed in the con- the Jersey City purchasing
agent, also were indicted on
frontation May 4.

charges of filing ials>< income
tax returns.
A year ago the same grand
jury indicted Mayor Hugh J.
Addonizio of Newark, the
state's largest city, and 14
other Newark officials and
underworld figures on extortion - conspiracy charges
arising from similar construction firm shakedowns.
Addonizio
and
four
codefendants were convicted
last July and are appealing
prison sentences.

Typewriter
Service Special
Clean oil and
adjust
New Kibbon
Man Port. $6.50
lilect. Port. $9.50

All Students Who Are
Interested
In Participating In The

Better
Business
Machines

Consumer Report Committee

227 S. Mill
352-7780
Daily till 8pm

Please Call Jim Dam /cone
At 372-3047 Or 372-4147.

Amaze vour
friends.
f4H^
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THETA CHI
OPEN HOUSE

Full Payment is Due
by
this Monday, Nov. 23
Problems Call Al Goldstein 352-0150
Keminder: Ski Club Party
Tonight at The C.I,

Thursday - Nov. J9
from 7:00-9:00p.m.

When you finish your Big Mac, they'll say,
"boy. can he pack it away.': Two beef patties
iiMiuce. cheese, special sauce, a sesame seed bun W.'v.
1050 South Main St Bow4m« Green. Ohio
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Harriers won cake
but missed the icing
By Dm (iufdiy
Sports writer

Notre Dame Invitational and
the All-Ohio meet. Senior
captain Sid Sink set three
course records this year and
broke an old one at the MAC.
Dave Wottle tied Sink in
establishing a new course
time at Ball State. Tracy
Elliott Joined Sink in beating
the old course mark at Ohio
University.
But the injuries took their
toll and the Falcons finally fell
from their lofty perch. Sink
strained an ankle tendon early
in the season and missed a
meet.
Jim Ferstle was
sidelined much of the campaign with various injuries.
Rich Breeze was spiked and
missed half the meets.
The crucial blow was Dave
WotUe's lag injury- Without

A great season was
predicted: no losses, the MidAmerican Conference title,
and the national crown, but
the wear and tear of a season
took Its toll and merely a good
season appears the end result.
With Injuries nagging the
team throughout, especially in
the latter part of the season, a
Falcon cross country team of
great promise and great
expectations finally had its
magic spell over opponents
broken.
They reluctantly
accepted the fate that befalls
all teams sooner or later, the
inevitable reality of defeat.
Defeat Is something the
Falcons have little tasted this
year in cross country, which
qualifies having a good
season, but it's something that
hit the team at a crucial time.
Losing, Just when they were
about to realize their preseason goals, eliminated the
qualification for a great
season.
All is not sorrow and
regrets, however, because the
Bowling Green cross country
team didn't win the MAC title
or now probably won't win the
nationals as they had hoped.
Instead, the Falcons accomplished a great deal this
season, and with a good
showing in the NCAA
Championships Monday they
could realize the best season
in the history of Bowling
Green cross country.
This year's team was
undefeated in dual meets with
a KM) record, and not even
national title contender
Western Michigan can boast
of such a fete this year. The
Falcons also captured two
prestigious invitationals, the SMILING

Mel

Brodt

(Moooooooonoomnnmc*}

Bunts 'n' punts

their number two man, the
Falcons fell to third in the
MAC, second in the Central
CoUeglates, and will be hard
pressed to better their ninth
place finish in the NCAA last
year. But something else few
realized was that as Sid Sink
tried for his third consecutive
leagure individual championship and even as he runs
now, he fights a resplroty
infection which hampers his
running style.
A team like Western
Michigan had things like this
happen to them early in the
season and are finally in top
form for the crucial meets.
But, the Falcons have been hit
hard Just when these meets
are beginning. There couldn't
be a worse possible time for
adversities to befall them and
their overall performance has
suffered in the waning weeks
of the season as a result.
But the facts show that the
squad has accomplished a
great deal this year, which is a
tribute to the hard work of the
coaches and the runners.
Other teams that have been
healthy all year long haven't
come close to the accomplishments of this year's
group.
Only one senior graduates,
the illustrious and four-time
All-American Sid Sink. He
would be sorely missed by any
team, but the Falcons won't
plunge to the depths without
their most valuable player.
The rest of this years squad
returns next fall, lead by Dave
Wottle, Tracy Elliott, and
Steve Danforth, and great
promise lies ahead of freshmen like Craig MacDonald
and Rick Schnittker. Many
coaches would like to be in the
shoes of head coach Mel
Brodt.

ByVlaMaaalx
Assistant Sports Editor

Newaphoto hy Lorry Pullorton

CRUNCH goes Bowling Green's Howie Siegel, in one of the
"Fairlawn (NJ) Flash's" more trying moments. There were
several more throughout the past soccer season for the Falcons,
whose train to the NCAA tourney got ambushed by five opponents
this fall.

Booters see big hopes fizzle
By Joe Burchlck
Sports Writer
"The party's over, I guess
we better call it a day," or In
the case of the soccer team a
season.
With test Wednesday afternoon's 3-0 loss at Ohio
University the Falcon soccer
team terminated activities for
the year.
The soccer season one
could
say
was
a
conglomeration of big excitement and grave disappointment. Excitement was
ever present at nearly all the
soccer matches the Falcons
(4-5-1) played in. Excitement
such as that caused by the
constant scoring ability of
Mike Kamienski, the three
goal hat trick by Warren
Heede against Ohio State, the
brillant play of Wolfgang
Petrasko, and the hustle of the
team in each match gave a
thrill that was enjoyed by all.
Disappointment, however,
was a major factor in the
Falcon soccer season this
year. Rated as a pre-season
power with a solid chance at
the MAC title and a contender
for a berth in the post season
NCAA playoffs, BG fiiil.il to
materialize into their preseason status.
I do not know what one
would call it, probably fate,
but it seemed that every close
game the Falcons were involved in, and this past season
there were plenty, the soccer
squad Just could not come out
the victor. Examples, the
frustrating 1-1 tie with Kent

Ktttwrattj)

State when BG should have
taken that one with ease.
Others included close losses to
Wooster, (21), Michigan State
(4-2 overtime), Miami (1-0)
and Ohio University (3-0)
proved to be painful experiences for the Falcons this
year.
Perhaps the pressure
factor was Just too much for
the Falcons to handle. The
idea of being picked as contenders for the NCAA tournament, the MAC title and so
on somewhat hindered the
play of the soccer boys. The
idea of having to play up to
expectations caused great
pressure.
But all was not bad-by any
means.
Besides the excitement that was always
present, the Falcons exhibited
remarkable defensive play.
In a soccer season a goalie
usually winds up with about
ISO to approximately 200 saves
on the year. Between Falcon
goalies Al Sandburg and John
Esslg there were only 56
saves-a great tribute to the
defensive play of the squad.
Altogether there were only 75
shots taken at the BG goal,
players like Ivan Madar, Jim
Pschlrrer (Most Valuable
Player this season), Jeff
Saams, Bob Gofus, and Dave
Dyminski, were probably
several of the reasons why the
opponents took so few shots on
goal.
As for next season, coach
Mickey Cochrane points out
that, "We have to develop a
scoring punch, a thing we
lacked aU season.
We'll

Congratu la lions:

SHELLY LOTT OF
ALPHA XI DELTA
Call 'em go-anywhere, easy
suits . . . we've put it all
together for your convenience and your budget. And
if you don't have your Student Charge Account yet,
drop in ... we'll do it.

1970 Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi Pledge Glass

It's so easy today. Tami offers a loose, hand washable
bouele sweater with lace-up
neckline, shown here, to assure allure while being supremely comfortable.
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Two post season classics
for banquet hit, Villapiano
Even though the football
and soccer teams had losing
seasons, and the cross country
team finished a dismal third in
the league championships, the
fall sports banquet Monday
night brought out the best
points and provided incentive
for improvement next fall.
One team that left no room
for apologies, or 'wait 'til next
season' attitudes was the
unbeatable freshman football
squad.
Frosh coach Ron
Chismar, who was introduced
by varsity coach Don Nehlen
as "a great one", shifted the
credit back to Nehlen for
supplying such an excellent
staff of assistants, and to the
varsity players for accepting
him and his team into the
Falcon fold.
Chismar's coaching crew
included former Falcons Carl

Battershell, Britt Raburn,
P.J. Nyitray, Eddie Jones and
Russ Jacques. Singling out
Just a few from a team that
went 4-0 and averaged almost
40 points a game was not easy
but four received awards.
Tailback Paul Miles of
[■aiding was named the outstanding offensive back,
guard Bob Martin of Canton
McKinley, the outstanding
offensive lineman, linebacker
John Villapiano of Oakhurst,
NJ, the outstanding defensive
back and middle guard Bill
Losey, the outstanding
defensive lineman.
The name "Villapiano"
came up a few' times la the
vanity award segment toe,
one to announce that the four
year defeasive titan will
represent the Falcons In the
post-season Blue-Gray and

DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Beginning Salary - $8277

Interviewing Teachers on
December 1, 1970
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probably do this by either
recruiting or developing a
punch from what we have
returning."
But perhaps the main thing
for next season will be the
position the Falcons will be
regarded in. "Whereas this
season we were picked to do it
all continued the Falcon
mentor, "next season we will
probably be rated for nothing.
This could have a great advantage for us."
In all, it has been up-anddown-year-one of frustration
and Joy. But next year is on
the horizon. Who knows what
it may bring? Perhaps next
season will be what this
season was supposed to be.
But until then we Just have to
wait and see.

The Perry Stadium press box had Just about as many people
Inside it as there were out in the stands during part of that
blizzard of a football game, Saturday.
Besides the press, radio and TV people, pro scouts, and
coaches, there was a mob of frozen Falcon cheerleaders,
photographers, and cops. It would've turned into a stampede if
both football teams could have gotten up there somehow.
Earlier in the week, coach Nehlen said he'd like to see it snow
all week long, because he intended to leave the field uncovered,
perhaps hoping to unnerve the Buffaloes from sunny, dry West
Texas.
One Buffalo who didn't flake when he saw all the wind, snow,
and rain blowing around Perry Stadium was halfback, Rocky
Thompson.
"It didn't bother me because I played my high school ball in
Chicago (Marshal! H.S.)," he said.
Rocky must have felt right at home, he ran like he was
anyway, because, Chicago's where the big, bad "hawk" was
born.
Wrapping up the season in Bowling Green looked good last
spring,or prior tothe season's opener at Utah State, but it wasn't
the hottest idea after all, the way the season turned out.
The revenue that the Athletic Department was hoping for
from the past three game homestand couldn't have been much
with the sparse crowds at the OU game (12,000), and West Texas
(6,000). They must've taken the count for the latter game before
everybody split, because they were lucky if they had 60 as the
game "sleeted" on.
With the scheduling of intercollegiate sports as it is now
where you've got teams lined up "light years" ahead, hopefully
the future Falcons will have it so they can knock out the home
fans early in the first half of the season, and save some for the
road the second half.
Bowling Green will be playing two in thelands of "sandy
beaches, and soft palm trees" in Fall, 1972 when they tangle with
Tampa, and San Diego State.
About the only thing soft that the Falcons will find on those
trips will be on the beaches, because these two teams are young
andtough now, and should be really something when Bowling
Green hits on 'em two years from now.
When they were originally scheduled, San Diego was
believed to be the team to watch out for when the time comes to
play them. Tampa however is currently unbeaten, ranked no. 1
in small colleges, and one of the teams it has whomped on is
Miami (Fla.) 31-16. Those guys play schools like Alabama,
Florida, and Georgia, so you have to wonder (or shudder) when
you figure where that puts us, playing the only Miami we know.
Bringing it back up here...Bowling Green monsterman Art
Curtis got "the thumb" late in Saturday's game when he
cracked the West Texas quarterback after the whistle apparently.
The call by the referee seemed questionable, since it only
looked like normal contact in a pileup.
"I was so psyched on hitting him, I didn't think anything
wrong about it till I saw all those red flags flying," Art recalled.
"I thought I was in a bullfight"
That was only the second time Art had been thrown out of a
contest. The first was in a lacrosse match last spring against
Massachusetts.which was played at theUniversity of Delaware.
"This guy hit me in the back, so I turned around andhit him
back, and I thought that was it," Art said. "Then he hit me
again, so I decked him, and both teams came in, and broke it
up...but I was outta there before they did."
The funny part of it was. Art's folks had come down from
Long Island to see him in action and they did, for about five
minutes. They had Just gotten there when it happened.
At one other point in the second half of this past Saturday's
game, VernWiremanwas coining off the field, after missing a
third down pass. He was gesturing pretty vigorously at Coach
Nehlen, and one sports writer in the press box cracked: "Looks
like Wiremean's chewing out Nehlen."
The way things went this season, anything was possible.
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Senior Bowls.
The bruising 215 pound tricaptaln was named the most
valuable
player,
"Mr.
Tackle," and of course a
staunch member of the
"clawersclub," (right, Rae?)
The coveted coach's award
was presented to linebacker
Tom Merlitti. an unheralded
but steady standout for two
years.
Offensive guard and tricaptain Dave Finley was
named Mr. Block, safety
Laurie Kelly was Mr. Interception, and sophomore
wingback Bill Pittman was
Mr. Back.
Special soccer recognition
went to seniors Mike
Kamiensky for the Coaches
award, Jim Pschirrer for
MVP and to Ivan Madar for
most improved player. The
senior trio of Pschirrer,
Wolfgang Petrasko and goalie
Al Sandberg served as tricaptains during the hard-luck
4-5-1 season.
The cross country most
valuable trophy was won for
the third straight year by Sid
Sink, senior from Manchester,
Conn.
Coach Mel Brodt
heaped praise on the AilAmerican and a spontaneous
standing ovation was given to
Sid as he accepted the tribute.

AX's say:

TODAY'S
YOUR
DAY
MOM!

